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Modernity and its Other provides cogent review and analysis of the historicity of post-functionalism; the project of the
historical avant-garde to overturn tradition--even that of modernity itself; the historical technological shift of culture
toward commodity; and the historical deconstruction of modernist logocentrism.

Etymology[ edit ] The Late Latin adjective modernus , a derivation from the adverb modo "presently, just
now", is attested from the 5th century, at first in the context of distinguishing the Christian era from the pagan
era. The terms antiquus and modernus were used in a chronological sense in the Carolingian era. For example,
a magister modernus referred to a contemporary scholar, as opposed to old authorities such as Benedict of
Nursia. In early medieval usage, modernus referred to authorities younger than pagan antiquity and the early
church fathers, but not necessarily to the present day, and could include authors several centuries old, from
about the time of Beda , i. The Latin adjective was adopted in Middle French , as moderne, by the 15th
century, and hence, in the early Tudor period , into Early Modern English. The early modern word meant
"now existing", or "pertaining to the present times", not necessarily with a positive connotation. Shakespeare
uses modern in the sense of "every-day, ordinary, commonplace". The term modernity , first coined in the s, in
this context assumed the implication of a historical epoch following the Renaissance, in which the
achievements of antiquity were surpassed Delanty Phases[ edit ] Modernity has been associated with cultural
and intellectual movements of â€” and extending to the s or later Toulmin , 3â€”5. According to Marshall
Berman , 16â€”17 , modernity is periodized into three conventional phases dubbed "Early," "Classical," and
"Late," respectively, by Peter Osborne , There was a great shift into modernization in the name of industrial
capitalism. Finally in the third phase, modernist arts and individual creativity marked the beginning of a new
modernist age as it combats oppressive politics, economics as well as other social forces including mass media
Laughey , Machiavelli argued, for example, that violent divisions within political communities are
unavoidable, but can also be a source of strength which lawmakers and leaders should account for and even
encourage in some ways Strauss Machiavelli in turn influenced Francis Bacon Kennington , chapt. Both these
principles are enshrined within the constitutions of most modern democracies. Starting with Thomas Hobbes ,
attempts were made to use the methods of the new modern physical sciences, as proposed by Bacon and
Descartes , applied to humanity and politics Berns Notable attempts to improve upon the methodological
approach of Hobbes include those of John Locke Goldwin , Spinoza Rosen , Giambattista Vico , xli , and
Rousseau , part 1. Modernist republicanism openly influenced the foundation of republics during the Dutch
Revolt â€” Bock, Skinner, and Viroli , chapt. Orwin and Tarcov , chapt. A second phase of modernist political
thinking begins with Rousseau, who questioned the natural rationality and sociality of humanity and proposed
that human nature was much more malleable than had been previously thought. By this logic, what makes a
good political system or a good man is completely dependent upon the chance path a whole people has taken
over history. This thought influenced the political and aesthetic thinking of Immanuel Kant , Edmund Burke
and others and led to a critical review of modernist politics. On the conservative side, Burke argued that this
understanding encouraged caution and avoidance of radical change. However more ambitious movements also
developed from this insight into human culture , initially Romanticism and Historicism , and eventually both
the Communism of Karl Marx , and the modern forms of nationalism inspired by the French Revolution ,
including, in one extreme, the German Nazi movement Orwin and Tarcov , chapt. On the other hand, the
notion of modernity has been contested also due to its Euro-centric underpinnings. This is further aggravated
by the re-emergence of non-Western powers. Yet, the contestations about modernity are also linked with
Western notions of democracy, social discipline, and development Regilme , In the most basic terms,
Anthony Giddens describes modernity as Portrayed in more detail, it is associated with 1 a certain set of
attitudes towards the world, the idea of the world as open to transformation, by human intervention; 2 a
complex of economic institutions, especially industrial production and a market economy; 3 a certain range of
political institutions, including the nation-state and mass democracy. Largely as a result of these
characteristics, modernity is vastly more dynamic than any previous type of social order. It is a
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societyâ€”more technically, a complex of institutions â€”which, unlike any preceding culture, lives in the
future, rather than the past Giddens , Other writers have criticized such definitions as just being a listing of
factors. They argue that modernity, contingently understood as marked by an ontological formation in
dominance, needs to be defined much more fundamentally in terms of different ways of being. The modern is
thus defined by the way in which prior valences of social life James , 51â€”52 This means that modernity
overlays earlier formations of traditional and customary life without necessarily replacing them. Cultural and
philosophical[ edit ] The era of modernity is characterised socially by industrialisation and the division of
labour and philosophically by "the loss of certainty, and the realization that certainty can never be established,
once and for all" Delanty With new social and philosophical conditions arose fundamental new challenges.
Modernity may be described as the "age of ideology. For Marx, what was the basis of modernity was the
emergence of capitalism and the revolutionary bourgeoisie, which led to an unprecedented expansion of
productive forces and to the creation of the world market. Durkheim tackled modernity from a different angle
by following the ideas of Saint-Simon about the industrial system. Although the starting point is the same as
Marx, feudal society, Durkheim emphasizes far less the rising of the bourgeoisie as a new revolutionary class
and very seldom refers to capitalism as the new mode of production implemented by it. The fundamental
impulse to modernity is rather industrialism accompanied by the new scientific forces. In the work of Max
Weber , modernity is closely associated with the processes of rationalization and disenchantment of the world.
Contemporary sociological critical theory presents the concept of " rationalization " in even more negative
terms than those Weber originally defined. Processes of rationalizationâ€”as progress for the sake of
progressâ€”may in many cases have what critical theory says is a negative and dehumanising effect on modern
society. Yet the wholly enlightened earth radiates under the sign of disaster triumphant. Power can move with
the speed of the electronic signal â€” and so the time required for the movement of its essential ingredients has
been reduced to instantaneity. Bauman , 10 Consequent to debate about economic globalization , the
comparative analysis of civilizations, and the post-colonial perspective of "alternative modernities," Shmuel
Eisenstadt introduced the concept of "multiple modernities" Eisenstadt ; see also Delanty Modernity as a
"plural condition" is the central concept of this sociologic approach and perspective, which broadens the
definition of "modernity" from exclusively denoting Western European culture to a culturally relativistic
definition, thereby: Secularization[ edit ] Modernity, or the Modern Age, is typically defined as a posttraditional ,[ citation needed ] and post- medieval historical period Heidegger , 66â€”67, 66â€” Central to
modernity is emancipation from religion , specifically the hegemony of Christianity , and the consequent
secularization. Modern science In the 16th and 17th centuries, Copernicus , Kepler , Galileo and others
developed a new approach to physics and astronomy which changed the way people came to think about many
things. Kepler used mathematics to discuss physics and described regularities of nature this way. Galileo
actually made his famous proof of uniform acceleration in freefall using mathematics Kennington , chapt.
Francis Bacon , especially in his Novum Organum , argued for a new experimental based approach to science,
which sought no knowledge of formal or final causes , and was therefore materialist , like the ancient
philosophy of Democritus and Epicurus. But he also added a theme that science should seek to control nature
for the sake of humanity, and not seek to understand it just for the sake of understanding. He also argued
openly that human beings themselves could be understood as complex machines Kennington , chapt. The
initial influence was upon the movements known as German Idealism and Romanticism in the 18th and 19th
century. Modern art therefore belongs only to the later phases of modernity Orwinand Tarcov , chapt. For this
reason art history keeps the term "modernity" distinct from the terms Modern Age and Modernism â€” as a
discrete "term applied to the cultural condition in which the seemingly absolute necessity of innovation
becomes a primary fact of life, work, and thought". And modernity in art "is more than merely the state of
being modern, or the opposition between old and new" Smith Advancing technological innovation, affecting
artistic technique and the means of manufacture, changed rapidly the possibilities of art and its status in a
rapidly changing society. Photography challenged the place of the painter and painting. Architecture was
transformed by the availability of steel for structures. Theological[ edit ] From theologian Thomas C. Pascendi
Dominici Gregis states that the principles of Modernism, taken to a logical conclusion, lead to atheism. The
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Roman Catholic Church was serious enough about the threat of Modernism that it required all Roman Catholic
clergy, pastors, confessors, preachers, religious superiors and seminary professors to swear an Oath Against
Modernism Pius X from until this directive was rescinded in Generally, the large-scale social integration
constituting modernity, involves[ citation needed ] the:
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Modernity and Its Other is an important addition to any North American historian's bookshelf, for it brings together the
social history of the European colonies and the ethnohistory of the American Indian peoples who interacted with the
colonizers.

Pablo Picasso, Portrait of Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler , , Art Institute of Chicago An important aspect of
modernism is how it relates to tradition through its adoption of techniques like reprise, incorporation,
rewriting, recapitulation, revision and parody in new forms. The photo shows the old building with the
addition of one of the contemporary glass towers to the exterior by Ian Ritchie Architects with the closeup of
the modern art tower. Eliot made significant comments on the relation of the artist to tradition, including: On
the one hand Schoenberg rejected traditional tonal harmony , the hierarchical system of organizing works of
music that had guided music making for at least a century and a half. He believed he had discovered a wholly
new way of organizing sound, based in the use of twelve-note rows. Yet while this was indeed wholly new, its
origins can be traced back in the work of earlier composers, such as Franz Liszt , [44] Richard Wagner ,
Gustav Mahler , Richard Strauss and Max Reger. In the world of art, in the first decade of the 20th century,
young painters such as Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse were causing a shock with their rejection of
traditional perspective as the means of structuring paintings, [47] [48] though the impressionist Monet had
already been innovative in his use of perspective. Also in , Kandinsky painted Bild mit Kreis Picture with a
Circle , which he later called the first abstract painting. This was arguably the founding organization for the
German Expressionist movement, though they did not use the word itself. However, the term "Expressionism"
did not firmly establish itself until Furthermore, there have been expressionist writers of prose fiction, as well
as non-German speaking expressionist writers, and, while the movement had declined in Germany with the
rise of Adolf Hitler in the s, there were subsequent expressionist works. There was a concentrated
Expressionist movement in early 20th century German theatre, of which Georg Kaiser and Ernst Toller were
the most famous playwrights. They looked back to Swedish playwright August Strindberg and German actor
and dramatist Frank Wedekind as precursors of their dramaturgical experiments. The first full-length
Expressionist play was The Son by Walter Hasenclever, which was published in and first performed in In , the
Parisian newspaper Le Figaro published F. However, arguments in favor of geometric or purely abstract
painting were, at this time, largely confined to "little magazines" which had only tiny circulations. Modernist
primitivism and pessimism were controversial, and the mainstream in the first decade of the 20th century was
still inclined towards a faith in progress and liberal optimism. The arts of cultures other than the European had
become accessible and showed alternative ways of describing visual experience to the artist. By the end of the
19th century many artists felt a need to create a new kind of art which would encompass the fundamental
changes taking place in technology, science and philosophy. The sources from which individual artists drew
their theoretical arguments were diverse, and reflected the social and intellectual preoccupations in all areas of
Western culture at that time. The use of photography , which had rendered much of the representational
function of visual art obsolete, strongly affected this aspect of modernism. Le Corbusier thought that buildings
should function as "machines for living in", analogous to cars, which he saw as machines for traveling in.
Following this machine aesthetic, modernist designers typically rejected decorative motifs in design,
preferring to emphasize the materials used and pure geometrical forms. Louis, Missouri , United States, is
among the first skyscrapers in the world. This caused uproar on its first performance in Paris. At this time
though modernism was still "progressive", increasingly it saw traditional forms and traditional social
arrangements as hindering progress, and was recasting the artist as a revolutionary, engaged in overthrowing
rather than enlightening society. This is often presented as an early example of a writer using the
stream-of-consciousness technique , but Robert Humphrey comments that Proust "is concerned only with the
reminiscent aspect of consciousness" and that he "was deliberately recapturing the past for the purpose of
communicating; hence he did not write a stream-of-consciousness novel. The failure of the previous status quo
seemed self-evident to a generation that had seen millions die fighting over scraps of earth: The birth of a
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machine age which had made major changes in the conditions of daily life in the 19th century now had
radically changed the nature of warfare. The traumatic nature of recent experience altered basic assumptions,
and realistic depiction of life in the arts seemed inadequate when faced with the fantastically surreal nature of
trench warfare. In literature and visual art some Modernists sought to defy expectations mainly in order to
make their art more vivid, or to force the audience to take the trouble to question their own preconceptions.
This aspect of modernism has often seemed a reaction to consumer culture , which developed in Europe and
North America in the late 19th century. Whereas most manufacturers try to make products that will be
marketable by appealing to preferences and prejudices, high modernists rejected such consumerist attitudes in
order to undermine conventional thinking. The art critic Clement Greenberg expounded this theory of
modernism in his essay Avant-Garde and Kitsch. For Greenberg, modernism thus formed a reaction against
the development of such examples of modern consumer culture as commercial popular music , Hollywood ,
and advertising. Greenberg associated this with the revolutionary rejection of capitalism. Some Modernists
saw themselves as part of a revolutionary culture that included political revolution. In Russia after the
Revolution there was indeed initially a burgeoning of avant-garde cultural activity, which included Russian
Futurism. However others rejected conventional politics as well as artistic conventions, believing that a
revolution of political consciousness had greater importance than a change in political structures. But many
modernists saw themselves as apolitical. Others, such as T. Eliot , rejected mass popular culture from a
conservative position. Some even argue that modernism in literature and art functioned to sustain an elite
culture which excluded the majority of the population. Between and composer Arnold Schoenberg worked on
Moses und Aron , one of the first operas to make use of the twelve-tone technique , [76] Pablo Picasso painted
in Guernica , his cubist condemnation of fascism , while in James Joyce pushed the boundaries of the modern
novel further with Finnegans Wake. Also by Modernism began to influence mainstream culture, so that, for
example, The New Yorker magazine began publishing work, influenced by Modernism, by young writers and
humorists like Dorothy Parker , [77] Robert Benchley , E. Perelman , and James Thurber , amongst others.
Electricity, the telephone, the radio, the automobileâ€”and the need to work with them, repair them and live
with themâ€”created social change. The kind of disruptive moment that only a few knew in the s became a
common occurrence. For example, the speed of communication reserved for the stock brokers of became part
of family life, at least in middle class North America. Associated with urbanization and changing social mores
also came smaller families and changed relationships between parents and their children. London
Underground logo designed by Edward Johnston. This is modern version with minor modifications of one that
was first used in Another strong influence at this time was Marxism. Eliot and Igor Stravinsky â€”which
rejected popular solutions to modern problemsâ€”the rise of Fascism , the Great Depression , and the march to
war helped to radicalise a generation. Bertolt Brecht , W. In the s, in addition to further major works by
Faulkner, Samuel Beckett published his first major work, the novel Murphy This is written in a largely
idiosyncratic language , consisting of a mixture of standard English lexical items and neologistic multilingual
puns and portmanteau words, which attempts to recreate the experience of sleep and dreams. Cummings , and
Wallace Stevens were writing from the s until the s. While Modernist poetry in English is often viewed as an
American phenomenon, with leading exponents including Ezra Pound, T. Like Shostakovich, other composers
faced difficulties in this period. In Germany Arnold Schoenberg â€” was forced to flee to the U. Schoenberg
also wrote tonal music in this period with the Suite for Strings in G major and the Chamber Symphony No.
But he too left for the US in , because of the rise of fascism in Hungary. The quartet was first performed in
January to an audience of prisoners and prison guards.
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Get this from a library! Modernity and its other: the encounter with North American Indians in the eighteenth century.
[Robert Sayre] -- "In Modernity and Its Other Robert Woods Sayre examines eighteenth-century North America through
discussion of texts drawn from the period.

Judges right and wrong by absolute standards Judges right and wrong upon agreed standards but recognizes
that those standards may change Favors favors a Newtonian view of the universe Favors an Einsteinian view
of the universe Emphasizes creed or logical proposition Emphasizes story, personal discovery, journey Desires
to see all embrace the absolutist doctrine Celebrates a diversity of post-modern spirituality. Believes that other
gods and cultures can produce ultimate peace and oneness to their believers. Comment from a Physicist: Have
you ever studied quantum mechanics? Bell in in the periodical Physics page and re-proven hundreds of times
by other researches including myself in graduate school. Please post this so your readers do not get a skewed
vision of TRUE science. A real Physicist Reply from Tristan: I suppose I used that characterization because I
did not think of it as pejorative. I can see how someone else would though, so, my mistake. On the other hand
it dovetails nicely with the relativist perspective of a post-modernist. Modernist philosophy has its roots in a
Newtonian Materialist view that everything, given enough information, can be known. Quantum mechanics -with its observer effect and the admission that position and velocity cannot both be determined light is a wave
and a particle simultaneously etc. Reading this page, I was struck by the rather arrogant comments from "a
physicist". I thought readers of this page might appreciate the opportunity to read an alternative view of the
"TRUE science" of quantum physics by someone who is certainly qualified to comment. Much more recently,
following the use of the Copenhagen interpretation, Feynman [1. And it agrees fully with experiments. So I
hope you can accept Nature as she is - absurd. But I do agree with one point: From a strictly human, rational
and mathematical perspective, nature -- that is, all of creation -- would indeed be absurd, or beyond scientific
or evolutionary explanations.
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Characteristics Arising out of the rebellious mood at the beginning of the twentieth century, modernism was a
radical approach that yearned to revitalize the way modern civilization viewed life, art, politics, and science.
This rebellious attitude that flourished between and had, as its basis, the rejection of European culture for
having become too corrupt, complacent and lethargic, ailing because it was bound by the artificialities of a
society that was too preoccupied with image and too scared of change. This dissatisfaction with the moral
bankruptcy of everything European led modern thinkers and artists to explore other alternatives, especially
primitive cultures. For the Establishment, the result would be cataclysmic; the new emerging culture would
undermine tradition and authority in the hopes of transforming contemporary society. The first characteristic
associated with modernism is nihilism, the rejection of all religious and moral principles as the only means of
obtaining social progress. The reason that they did so was not necessarily because they did not believe in God,
although there was a great majority of them who were atheists, or that they experienced great doubt about the
meaninglessness of life. Rather, their rejection of conventional morality was based on its arbitrariness, its
conformity and its exertion of control over human feelings. In other words, the rules of conduct were a
restrictive and limiting force over the human spirit. The modernists believed that for an individual to feel
whole and a contributor to the re-vitalization of the social process, he or she needed to be free of all the
encumbering baggage of hundreds of years of hypocrisy The rejection of moral and religious principles was
compounded by the repudiation of all systems of beliefs, whether in the arts, politics, sciences or philosophy.
Doubt was not necessarily the most significant reason why this questioning took place. One of the causes of
this iconoclasm was the fact that early 20th-century culture was literally re-inventing itself on a daily basis.
With so many scientific discoveries and technological innovations taking place, the world was changing so
quickly that culture had to re-define itself constantly in order to keep pace with modernity and not appear
anachronistic. By the time a new scientific or philosophical system or artistic style had found acceptance, each
was soon after questioned and discarded for an even newer one. Another reason for this fickleness was the fact
that people felt a tremendous creative energy always looming in the background as if to announce the birth of
some new invention or theory. As a consequence of the new technological dynamics, the modernists felt a
sense of constant anticipation and did not want to commit to any one system that would thereby harness
creativity, ultimately restricting and annihilating it. And so, in the arts, for instance, at the beginning of the
20th-century, artists questioned academic art for its lack of freedom and flirted with so many isms: Pablo
Picasso, for instance, went as far as experimenting with several of these styles, never wanting to feel too
comfortable with any one style. The wrestling with all the new assumptions about reality and culture
generated a new permissiveness in the realm of the arts. The arts were now beginning to break all of the rules
since they were trying to keep pace with all of the theoretical and technological advances that were changing
the whole structure of life. In doing so, artists broke rank with everything that had been taught as being sacred
and invented and experimented with new artistic languages that could more appropriately express the meaning
of all of the new changes that were occurring. The result was a new art that appeared strange and radical to
whoever experienced it because the artistic standard had always been mimesis, the literal imitation or
representation of the appearance of nature, people, and society. In other words, art was supposed to be judged
on the standard of how well it realistically reflected what something looked or sounded like. This mimetic
tradition had originated way back in ancient Greece, had been perfected during the Renaissance, and had
found prominence during the nineteenth-century. But for modern artists this old standard was too limiting and
did not reflect the way that life was now being experienced. Freud and Einstein had radically changed
perception of reality. Freud had asked us to look inwardly into a personal world that had previously been
repressed, and Einstein taught us that relativity was everything. And, thus, new artistic forms had to be found
that expressed this new subjectivity. Artists countered with works that were so personal that they distorted the
natural appearance of things and with reason. Each individual work begged to be judged as a self-sufficient
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unit which obeyed its own internal laws and its own internal logic, thereby attaining its own individual
character. No more conventional cookie-cutter forms to be superimposed on human expression What were
some of the artistic beliefs that the modernists adopted? Above all they embraced freedom, and they found it
in the artistic forms and emotions of the primitive cultures of Africa, the Orient, the Americas and Oceania.
This act was the repudiation of all of the stylistic refinements that were the basis of 19th-century artistic
endeavor. On the one hand, primitivism represented the simplification of form, which was to become one of
the hallmarks of modernism. This abstraction of form suggested that some essential structure, previously
hidden by realistic technique, would come to light. Art had, according to the modernists, become too
concerned with irrelevant sophistications and conventions that detracted from the main purpose of art: On the
other hand, primitivism was the expression of all that civilized man had to repress in order to enter into
contract with society. It is this repression of natural desires that, Freud argues, is the source of modern
neurosis. Symbolically, the embrace of primitivism is a negation of the very principles of the Judeo-Christian
tradition and an affirmation of authentic expression of that hidden self that only finds expression at night when
we dream. The modernist interest in primitivism also expressed itself in its correlative, the exploration of
perversity. This obsession with the forbidden and the lurid was tantamount to the re-discovery of passion, a
way of life which so many creative people at the time believed to have been repressed or had lain dormant. In
his seminal work The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche had traced the origins and development of drama back in
Ancient Greece to the balance that existed between two gods who existed in opposition to one another, Apollo
and Dionysius. Apollo represented the essence of light, rationality, civility, culture, and restraint. In contrast,
Dionysius suggested wine, the primitive urge, all that was uncivilized. Although these two gods existed in
opposition to one another, they were both, nevertheless, revered equally, thus striking a balance between form
the Apollonian and creative impulse Dionysius. The modernists concurred with Nietzsche that art had
degenerated because it was too concerned with the rules of form and not enough with the creative energies that
lie underneath the surface. What was revealed was a new honesty in this portrayal: Many would assail this
portrayal as morally degenerate; the modernists, on the other hand, would defend themselves by calling it
liberating. Ironically, the modernist portrayal of human nature takes place within the context of the city rather
than in nature, where it had occurred during the entire 19th-century. At the beginning of the 19th-century, the
romantics had idealized nature as evidence of the transcendent existence of God; towards the end of the
century, it became a symbol of chaotic, random existence. Why would the modernists shift their interest from
nature and unto the city? The first reason is an obvious one. This is the time when so many left the countryside
to make their fortunes in the city, the new capital of culture and technology, the new artificial paradise. But
more importantly, the city is the place where man is dehumanized by so many degenerate forces. Thus, the
city becomes the locus where modern man is microscopically focused on and dissected. In the final analysis,
the city becomes a "cruel devourer", a cemetery for lost souls. The Forces That Shaped Modernism The year
ushered a new era that changed the way that reality was perceived and portrayed. Years later this revolutionary
new period would come to be known as modernism and would forever be defined as a time when artists and
thinkers rebelled against every conceivable doctrine that was widely accepted by the Establishment, whether
in the arts, science, medicine, philosophy, etc. Although modernism would be short-lived, from to , we are still
reeling from its influences sixty-five years later. How was modernism such a radical departure from what had
preceded it in the past? The modernists were militant about distancing themselves from every traditional idea
that had been held sacred by Western civilization, and perhaps we can even go so far as to refer to them as
intellectual anarchists in their willingness to vandalize anything connected to the established order. By the
world was a bustling place transformed by all of the new discoveries, inventions and technological
achievements that were being thrust on civilization: These innovations revolutionized the world in two distinct
ways. For one, they created an optimistic aura of a worldly paradise, of a new technology that was to reshape
man into moral perfection. In other words, technology became a new religious cult that held the key to a new
utopian dream that would transform the very nature of man. Secondly, the new technology quickened the pace
through which people experienced life on a day to day basis. For instance, the innovations in the field of
transportation and communication accelerated the daily life of the individual. Man now became literally
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energized by all of these scientific and technological innovations and, more important, felt a rush emanating
from the feeling that he was invincible, that there was no stopping him. Modernity, however, was not only
shaped by this new technology. Several philosophical theoreticians were to change the way that modern man
perceives the external world, particularly in their refutation of the Newtonian principle that reality was an
absolute, unquestionable entity divorced from those observing it. The first to do so was F. Bradley, who
considered that the human mind is a more fundamental feature of the universe than matter and that its purpose
is to search for truth. His most ambitious work, Appearance and Reality: A Metaphysical Essay , introduced
the concept that an object in reality can have no absolute contours but varies from the angle from which it is
seen. Thus Bradley defines the identity of a things as the view the onlooker takes of it. The effect of this work
was to encourage rather than dispel doubt. In other words, there is no such thing as universal time and thus
experience runs very differently from man to man. He viewed reality as living geometry and believed in the
essential relevance of every object to all other objects: Several psychological theoreticians were to also
fundamentally alter the way that modern man viewed his own internal reality, an unexplored heart of darkness.
To explain this internal world within each of us, he developed a complex theory of the unconscious that
illustrated the importance of unconscious motivation in behavior and the proposition that psychological events
can go on outside of conscious awareness. And so, according to Freud, fantasies, dreams, and slips of the
tongue are outward manifestations of unconscious motives. Thus his legacy to the modern world was to
expose a darker side of man that had been hidden from view by the hypocrisy of 19th- century society. Freud
was not the only psychological theoretician who asked us to gaze inwardly to better understand the human
psyche. His disciple, Carl Jung, was also to develop another theory delving into the unconscious which
explored the nature of the irrational self and which explained the common grounds shared by so many
cultures. These instinctive, universal patterns manifest themselves in dreams, visions, and fantasies and are
expressed in myths, religious concepts, fairy tales, and works of art. The French philosopher Henry Bergson
was also to turn his gaze to the unconscious to explore the nature of memory as experienced in the present
moment. According to Bergson, states of conscious memory permeate one another in storage within the
unconscious, in the same way that "oldie-goldies" are stored in a juke-box. A sense impression, such as whiff
of cologne or the taste of sweet potato pie, might trigger consciousness to recall one of these memories, much
like a coin will cause the record of your choice to play. Once the submerged memory resurfaces in the
conscious mind, the self becomes suspended, there might be a spontaneous flash of intuition about the past,
and just maybe, this insight will translate into some kind of realization of the present moment. And thus,
intuition leads to knowledge. Politics and the economy would also transform the way that modern man looked
at himself and the world in which he lived. Science and technology were radically changing the means of
production. Whereas in the past, a worker became involved in production from beginning to end, by he had
become a mere cog in the production line, making an insignificant contribution. Thus, division of labor made
him feel fragmented, alienated not only from the rest of society but from himself. One of the effects of this
fragmentation was the consolidation of workers into political parties that threatened the upper classes. And,
thus, the new political idealism that was to culminate in the Russian Revolution that swept through Europe.
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Ideas such as God, freedom, immortality, the world, first beginning, and final end have only a regulative
function for knowledge, since they cannot find fulfilling instances among objects of experience. With Hegel,
the immediacy of the subject-object relation itself is shown to be illusory. So-called immediate perception
therefore lacks the certainty of immediacy itself, a certainty that must be deferred to the working out of a
complete system of experience. The later nineteenth century is the age of modernity as an achieved reality,
where science and technology, including networks of mass communication and transportation, reshape human
perceptions. There is no clear distinction, then, between the natural and the artificial in experience. Indeed,
many proponents of postmodernism challenge the viability of such a distinction tout court, seeing in achieved
modernism the emergence of a problem the philosophical tradition has repressed. A consequence of achieved
modernism is what postmodernists might refer to as de-realization. De-realization affects both the subject and
the objects of experience, such that their sense of identity, constancy, and substance is upset or dissolved.
Important precursors to this notion are found in Kierkegaard, Marx and Nietzsche. In this sense, society has
become a realization of abstract thought, held together by an artificial and all-pervasive medium speaking for
everyone and for no one. In Marx, on the other hand, we have an analysis of the fetishism of commodities
Marx , â€” where objects lose the solidity of their use value and become spectral figures under the aspect of
exchange value. Their ghostly nature results from their absorption into a network of social relations, where
their values fluctuate independently of their corporeal being. Human subjects themselves experience this
de-realization because commodities are products of their labor. Workers paradoxically lose their being in
realizing themselves, and this becomes emblematic for those professing a postmodern sensibility. However,
with the notion of the true world, he says, we have also done away with the apparent one. What is left is
neither real nor apparent, but something in between, and therefore something akin to the virtual reality of more
recent vintage. Where Apollo is the god of beautiful forms and images, Dionysus is the god of frenzy and
intoxication, under whose sway the spell of individuated existence is broken in a moment of undifferentiated
oneness with nature. While tragic art is life-affirming in joining these two impulses, logic and science are built
upon Apollonian representations that have become frozen and lifeless. Hence, Nietzsche believes only a return
of the Dionysian art impulse can save modern society from sterility and nihilism. In order to be responsible we
must assume that we are the cause of our actions, and this cause must hold over time, retaining its identity, so
that rewards and punishments are accepted as consequences for actions deemed beneficial or detrimental to
others Nietzsche , ; , , Thus logic is born from the demand to adhere to common social norms which shape the
human herd into a society of knowing and acting subjects. In this text, Nietzsche puts forward the hypothesis
that scientific concepts are chains of metaphors hardened into accepted truths. On this account, metaphor
begins when a nerve stimulus is copied as an image, which is then imitated in sound, giving rise, when
repeated, to the word, which becomes a concept when the word is used to designate multiple instances of
singular events. Conceptual metaphors are thus lies because they equate unequal things, just as the chain of
metaphors moves from one level to another. There is no question, then, of reaching a standpoint outside of
history or of conceiving past times as stages on the way to the present. Nietzsche presents this concept in The
Gay Science Nietzsche [], , and in a more developed form in Thus Spoke Zarathustra Nietzsche â€”, â€” Many
have taken the concept to imply an endless, identical repetition of everything in the universe, such that nothing
occurs that has not already occurred an infinite number of times before. However, others, including
postmodernists, read these passages in conjunction with the notion that history is the repetition of an
unhistorical moment, a moment that is always new in each case. In their view, Nietzsche can only mean that
the new eternally repeats as new, and therefore recurrence is a matter of difference rather than identity.
Furthermore, postmodernists join the concept of eternal return with the loss of the distinction between the real
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and the apparent world. The distinction itself does not reappear, and what repeats is neither real nor apparent
in the traditional sense, but is a phantasm or simulacrum. Nietzsche is a common interest between postmodern
philosophers and Martin Heidegger, whose meditations on art, technology, and the withdrawal of being they
regularly cite and comment upon. Heidegger sees modern technology as the fulfillment of Western
metaphysics, which he characterizes as the metaphysics of presence. From the time of the earliest
philosophers, but definitively with Plato, says Heidegger, Western thought has conceived of being as the
presence of beings, which in the modern world has come to mean the availability of beings for use. In fact, as
he writes in Being and Time, the presence of beings tends to disappear into the transparency of their
usefulness as things ready-to-hand Heidegger [], Hence, the mountain is not a mountain but a standing supply
of coal, the Rhine is not the Rhine but an engine for hydro-electric energy, and humans are not humans but
reserves of manpower. However, humans are affected by this withdrawal in moments of anxiety or boredom,
and therein lies the way to a possible return of being, which would be tantamount to a repetition of the
experience of being opened up by Parmenides and Heraclitus. Heidegger sees this as the realization of the will
to power, another Nietzschean conception, which, conjoined with the eternal return, represents the exhaustion
of the metaphysical tradition Heidegger a, For Heidegger, the will to power is the eternal recurrence as
becoming, and the permanence of becoming is the terminal moment of the metaphysics of presence. On this
reading, becoming is the emerging and passing away of beings within and among other beings instead of an
emergence from being. Thus, for Heidegger, Nietzsche marks the end of metaphysical thinking but not a
passage beyond it, and therefore Heidegger sees him as the last metaphysician in whom the oblivion of being
is complete Heidegger a, ; b, Many postmodern philosophers find in Heidegger a nostalgia for being they do
not share. In this gathering, which follows the lineaments of an exclusively Greco-Christian-German tradition,
something more original than being is forgotten, and that is the difference and alterity against which, and with
which, the tradition composes itself. Here, being is the underlying ground of the being of beings, the
subiectum that is enacted in modern philosophy as the subject of consciousness. But in Being and Time
Heidegger conceives the human being as Dasein, which is not simply a present consciousness, but an event of
ecstatic temporality that is open to a past Gewesensein that was never present its already being-there and a
future Zu-kunft that is always yet to come the possibility of death. The finitude of Dasein therefore cannot be
contained within the limits of consciousness, nor within the limits of the subject, whether it is conceived
substantively or formally. In addition to the critiques of the subject offered by Nietzsche and Heidegger, many
postmodernists also borrow heavily from the psycho-analytic theories of Jacques Lacan. For Lacan, the
subject is always the subject of speech, and that means speech directed toward an other in relation to whom
the subject differentiates and identifies itself. However, desire ultimately aims for something impossible:
Insofar as the phallus is nothing but the signifying function as such, it does not exist. It is not an object to be
possessed, but is that through which the subject and the other are brought into relation to begin with, and it
thus imposes itself upon the subject as a fundamental absence or lack that is at once necessary and
irremediable Lacan , Hence the subject is forever divided from itself and unable to achieve final unity or
identity. He describes his text as a combination of two very different language games, that of the philosopher
and that of the expert. Analysis of this knowledge calls for a pragmatics of communication insofar as the
phrasing of messages, their transmission and reception, must follow rules in order to be accepted by those who
judge them. However, as Lyotard points out, the position of judge or legislator is also a position within a
language game, and this raises the question of legitimation. Science is therefore tightly interwoven with
government and administration, especially in the information age, where enormous amounts of capital and
large installations are needed for research. Science, however, plays the language game of denotation to the
exclusion of all others, and in this respect it displaces narrative knowledge, including the meta-narratives of
philosophy. This is due, in part, to what Lyotard characterizes as the rapid growth of technologies and
techniques in the second half of the twentieth century, where the emphasis of knowledge has shifted from the
ends of human action to its means Lyotard [], This has eroded the speculative game of philosophy and set
each science free to develop independently of philosophical grounding or systematic organization. As a result,
new, hybrid disciplines develop without connection to old epistemic traditions, especially philosophy, and this
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means science only plays its own game and cannot legitimate others, such as moral prescription. The
compartmentalization of knowledge and the dissolution of epistemic coherence is a concern for researchers
and philosophers alike. Furthermore, within each game the subject moves from position to position, now as
sender, now as addressee, now as referent, and so on. The loss of a continuous meta-narrative therefore breaks
the subject into heterogeneous moments of subjectivity that do not cohere into an identity. But as Lyotard
points out, while the combinations we experience are not necessarily stable or communicable, we learn to
move with a certain nimbleness among them. Postmodern sensibility does not lament the loss of narrative
coherence any more than the loss of being. However, the dissolution of narrative leaves the field of
legitimation to a new unifying criterion: Performative legitimation means maximizing the flow of information
and minimizing static non-functional moves in the system, so whatever cannot be communicated as
information must be eliminated. The performativity criterion threatens anything not meeting its requirements,
such as speculative narratives, with de-legitimation and exclusion. In this regard, the modern paradigm of
progress as new moves under established rules gives way to the postmodern paradigm of inventing new rules
and changing the game. Inventing new codes and reshaping information is a large part of the production of
knowledge, and in its inventive moment science does not adhere to performative efficiency. By the same
token, the meta-prescriptives of science, its rules, are themselves objects of invention and experimentation for
the sake of producing new statements. In this respect, says Lyotard, the model of knowledge as the progressive
development of consensus is outmoded. In fact, attempts to retrieve the model of consensus can only repeat
the standard of coherence demanded for functional efficiency, and they will thus lend themselves to the
domination of capital. On the other hand, the paralogical inventiveness of science raises the possibility of a
new sense of justice, as well as knowledge, as we move among the language games now entangling us.
Without the formal unity of the subject, the faculties are set free to operate on their own. Where Kant insists
that reason must assign domains and limits to the other faculties, its dependence upon the unity of the subject
for the identity of concepts as laws or rules de-legitimizes its juridical authority in the postmodern age. As
Lyotard argues, aesthetic judgment is the appropriate model for the problem of justice in postmodern
experience because we are confronted with a plurality of games and rules without a concept under which to
unify them. Judgment must therefore be reflective rather than determining. Furthermore, judgment must be
aesthetic insofar as it does not produce denotative knowledge about a determinable state of affairs, but refers
to the way our faculties interact with each other as we move from one mode of phrasing to another, i. In
Kantian terms, this interaction registers as an aesthetic feeling. Where Kant emphasizes the feeling of the
beautiful as a harmonious interaction between imagination and understanding, Lyotard stresses the mode in
which faculties imagination and reason, are in disharmony, i. For Kant, the sublime occurs when our faculties
of sensible presentation are overwhelmed by impressions of absolute power and magnitude, and reason is
thrown back upon its own power to conceive Ideas such as the moral law which surpass the sensible world.
For Lyotard, however, the postmodern sublime occurs when we are affected by a multitude of unpresentables
without reference to reason as their unifying origin. Justice, then, would not be a definable rule, but an ability
to move and judge among rules in their heterogeneity and multiplicity. Modern art, he says, is emblematic of a
sublime sensibility, that is, a sensibility that there is something non-presentable demanding to be put into
sensible form and yet overwhelms all attempts to do so. But where modern art presents the unpresentable as a
missing content within a beautiful form, as in Marcel Proust, postmodern art, exemplified by James Joyce,
puts forward the unpresentable by forgoing beautiful form itself, thus denying what Kant would call the
consensus of taste. Genealogy and Subjectivity The Nietzschean method of genealogy, in its application to
modern subjectivity, is another facet of philosophical postmodernism. That is, genealogy studies the accidents
and contingencies that converge at crucial moments, giving rise to new epochs, concepts, and institutions. In
Nietzschean fashion, Foucault exposes history conceived as the origin and development of an identical
subject, e. Underlying the fiction of modernity is a sense of temporality that excludes the elements of chance
and contingency in play at every moment. In short, linear, progressive history covers up the discontinuities
and interruptions that mark points of succession in historical time. This entails dissolving identity for the
subject in history by using the materials and techniques of modern historical research. Just as Nietzsche
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postulates that the religious will to truth in Christianity results in the destruction of Christianity by science see
Nietzsche [], â€”83 , Foucault postulates that genealogical research will result in the disintegration of the
epistemic subject, as the continuity of the subject is broken up by the gaps and accidents that historical
research uncovers. Here, Foucault gives an account of the historical beginnings of modern reason as it comes
to define itself against madness in the seventeenth century. His thesis is that the practice of confining the mad
is a transformation of the medieval practice of confining lepers in lazar houses. These institutions managed to
survive long after the lepers disappeared, and thus an institutional structure of confinement was already in
place when the modern concept of madness as a disease took shape. However, while institutions of
confinement are held over from a previous time, the practice of confining the mad constitutes a break with the
past. Foucault focuses upon the moment of transition, as modern reason begins to take shape in a confluence
of concepts, institutions, and practices, or, as he would say, of knowledge and power. In its nascency, reason is
a power that defines itself against an other, an other whose truth and identity is also assigned by reason, thus
giving reason the sense of originating from itself.
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Wade Davis' book The Serpent and the Rainbow was made into a film, directed by Wes Craven, best known for
directing slasher/horror films, including The Nightmare on Elm Street series.

His father, Max Sr. His mother, Helene, came from the Fallenstein and Souchay families, both of the long
illustrious Huguenot line, which had for generations produced public servants and academicians. His younger
brother, Alfred, was an influential political economist and sociologist, too. Also, his parents represented two,
often conflicting, poles of identity between which their eldest son would struggle throughout his life â€”
worldly statesmanship and ascetic scholarship. Educated mainly at the universities of Heidelberg and Berlin,
Weber was trained in law, eventually writing his Habilitationsschrift on Roman law and agrarian history under
August Meitzen, a prominent political economist of the time. Greeted upon publication with high acclaim and
political controversy, this early success led to his first university appointment at Freiburg in to be followed by
a prestigious professorship in political economy at Heidelberg two years later. Weber was also active in public
life as he continued to play an important role as a Young Turk in the Verein and maintain a close association
with the liberal Evangelische-soziale Kongress especially with the leader of its younger generation, Friedrich
Naumann. It was during this time that he first established a solid reputation as a brilliant political economist
and outspoken public intellectual. His routine as a teacher and scholar was interrupted so badly that he
eventually withdrew from regular teaching duties in , to which he would not return until Although severely
compromised and unable to write as prolifically as before, he still managed to immerse himself in the study of
various philosophical and religious topics, which resulted in a new direction in his scholarship as the
publication of miscellaneous methodological essays as well as The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism â€” testifies. Also noteworthy about this period is his extensive visit to America in , which left an
indelible trace in his understanding of modernity in general [Scaff ]. After this stint essentially as a private
scholar, he slowly resumed his participation in various academic and public activities. At first a fervent
nationalist supporter of the war, as virtually all German intellectuals of the time were, he grew disillusioned
with the German war policies, eventually refashioning himself as one of the most vocal critics of the Kaiser
government in a time of war. As a public intellectual, he issued private reports to government leaders and
wrote journalistic pieces to warn against the Belgian annexation policy and the unlimited submarine warfare,
which, as the war deepened, evolved into a call for overall democratization of the authoritarian state that was
Wilhelmine Germany. By , Weber was campaigning vigorously for a wholesale constitutional reform for
post-war Germany, including the introduction of universal suffrage and the empowerment of parliament.
When defeat came in , Germany found in Weber a public intellectual leader, even possibly a future statesman,
with relatively solid liberal democratic credentials who was well-positioned to influence the course of
post-war reconstruction. He was invited to join the draft board of the Weimar Constitution as well as the
German delegation to Versaille; albeit in vain, he even ran for a parliamentary seat on the liberal Democratic
Party ticket. In those capacities, however, he opposed the German Revolution all too sensibly and the
Versaille Treaty all too quixotically alike, putting himself in an unsustainable position that defied the partisan
alignments of the day. By all accounts, his political activities bore little fruit, except his advocacy for a robust
plebiscitary presidency in the Weimar Constitution. Frustrated with day-to-day politics, he turned to his
scholarly pursuits with renewed vigour. All these reinvigorated scholarly activities ended abruptly in ,
however, when he succumbed to the Spanish flue and died suddenly of pneumonia in Munich. Max Weber
was fifty six years old. Philosophical Influences Putting Weber in the context of philosophical tradition proper
is not an easy task. For all the astonishing variety of identities that can be ascribed to him as a scholar, he was
certainly no philosopher at least in the narrow sense of the term. His reputation as a Solonic legislator of
modern social science also tends to cloud our appreciation of the extent to which his ideas were embedded in
the intellectual tradition of the time. In other words, Weber belonged to a generation of self-claimed epigones
who had to struggle with the legacies of Darwin, Marx, and Nietzsche. As such, the philosophical backdrop to
his thoughts will be outlined here along two axes: Neo-Kantianism Weber encountered the pan-European
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cultural crisis of his time mainly as filtered through the jargon of German Historicism [Beiser ]. Arguably,
however, it was not until Weber grew acquainted with the Baden or Southwestern School of Neo-Kantians,
especially through Wilhelm Windelband, Emil Lask, and Heinrich Rickert his one-time colleague at Freiburg ,
that he found a rich conceptual template suitable for the clearer elaboration of his own epistemological
position. In opposition to a Hegelian emanationist epistemology, briefly, Neo-Kantians shared the Kantian
dichotomy between reality and concept. Not an emanent derivative of concepts as Hegel posited, reality is
irrational and incomprehensible, and the concept, only an abstract construction of our mind. Nor is the concept
a matter of will, intuition, and subjective consciousness as Wilhelm Dilthey posited. According to Hermann
Cohen, one of the early Neo-Kantians, concept formation is fundamentally a cognitive process, which cannot
but be rational as Kant held. If our cognition is logical and all reality exists within cognition, then only a
reality that we can comprehend in the form of knowledge is rational â€” metaphysics is thereby reduced to
epistemology, and Being to logic. As such, the process of concept formation both in the natural Natur- and the
cultural-historical sciences Geisteswissenshaften has to be universal as well as abstract, not different in kind
but in their subject matters. The latter is only different in dealing with the question of values in addition to
logical relationships. For Windelband, however, the difference between the two kinds of knowledge has to do
with its aim and method as well. Cultural-historical knowledge is not concerned with a phenomenon because
of what it shares with other phenomena, but rather because of its own definitive qualities. For values, which
form its proper subject, are radically subjective, concrete and individualistic. Turning irrational reality into
rational concept, it does not simply paint abbilden a picture of reality but transforms umbilden it. Occupying
the gray area between irrational reality and rational concept, then, its question became twofold for the
Neo-Kantians. One is in what way we can understand the irreducibly subjective values held by the historical
actors in an objective fashion, and the other, by what criteria we can select a certain historical phenomenon as
opposed to another as historically significant subject matter worthy of our attention. Value-judgment
Werturteil as well as value Wert became a keen issue. In so positing, however, Rickert is making two highly
questionable assumptions. One is that there are certain values in every culture that are universally accepted
within that culture as valid, and the other, that a historian free of bias must agree on what these values are. An
empirical study in historical science, in the end, cannot do without a metaphysics of history. Kant and
Nietzsche German Idealism seems to have exerted another enduring influence on Weber, discernible in his
ethical worldview more than in his epistemological position. This was the strand of Idealist discourse in which
a broadly Kantian ethic and its Nietzschean critique figure prominently. The way in which Weber understood
Kant seems to have come through the conceptual template set by moral psychology and philosophical
anthropology. In conscious opposition to the utilitarian-naturalistic justification of modern individualism, Kant
viewed moral action as simultaneously principled and self-disciplined and expressive of genuine freedom and
autonomy. On this Kantian view, freedom and autonomy are to be found in the instrumental control of the self
and the world objectification according to a law formulated solely from within subjectification. Furthermore,
such a paradoxical compound is made possible by an internalization or willful acceptance of a transcendental
rational principle, which saves it from falling prey to the hedonistic subjectification that Kant found in
Enlightenment naturalism and which he so detested. Kant in this regard follows Rousseau in condemning
utilitarianism; instrumental-rational control of the world in the service of our desires and needs just
degenerates into organized egoism. Instrumental transformation of the self is thus the crucial benchmark of
autonomous moral agency for Kant as well as for Locke, but its basis has been fundamentally altered in Kant;
it should be done with the purpose of serving a higher end, that is, the universal law of reason. All in all, one
might say that: Weber was keenly aware of the fact that the Kantian linkage between growing
self-consciousness, the possibility of universal law, and principled and thus free action had been irrevocably
severed. Kant managed to preserve the precarious duo of non-arbitrary action and subjective freedom by
asserting such a linkage, which Weber believed to be unsustainable in his allegedly Nietzschean age. Although
they deeply informed his thoughts to an extent still under-appreciated, his main preoccupation lay elsewhere.
He was after all one of the founding fathers of modern social science. GARS forms a more coherent whole
since its editorial edifice was the work of Weber himself; and yet, its relationship to his other sociologies of,
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for instance, law, city, music, domination, and economy, remains controvertible. Accordingly, his overarching
theme has also been variously surmised as a developmental history of Western rationalism Wolfgang
Schluchter , the universal history of rationalist culture Friedrich Tenbruck , or simply the Menschentum as it
emerges and degenerates in modern rational society Wilhelm Hennis. The first depicts Weber as a
comparative-historical sociologist; the second, a latter-day Idealist historian of culture reminiscent of Jacob
Burckhardt; and the third, a political philosopher on a par with Machiavelli, Hobbes, and Rousseau. Important
as they are for in-house Weber scholarship, however, these philological disputes need not hamper our attempt
to grasp the gist of his ideas. Suffice it for us to recognize that, albeit with varying degrees of emphasis, these
different interpretations all converge on the thematic centrality of rationality, rationalism, and rationalization
in making sense of Weber. A child of modern European civilization Kulturwelt who studies problems of
universal history shall inevitably and justfiably raise the question Fragestellung: Taken together, then, the
rationalization process as Weber narrated it seems quite akin to a metahistorical teleology that irrevocably sets
the West apart from and indeed above the East. At the same time, nonetheless, Weber adamantly denied the
possibility of a universal law of history in his methodological essays. It was meant as a
comparative-conceptual platform on which to erect the edifying features of rationalization in the West. If
merely a heuristic device and not a universal law of progress, then, what is rationalization and whence comes
his uncompromisingly dystopian vision? For instance, modern capitalism is a rational mode of economic life
because it depends on a calculable process of production. This search for exact calculability underpins such
institutional innovations as monetary accounting especially double-entry bookkeeping , centralization of
production control, separation of workers from the means of production, supply of formally free labour,
disciplined control on the factory floor, and other features that make modern capitalism qualitatively different
from all other modes of organizing economic life. The enhanced calculability of the production process is also
buttressed by that in non-economic spheres such as law and administration. Legal formalism and bureaucratic
management reinforce the elements of predictability in the sociopolitical environment that encumbers
industrial capitalism by means of introducing formal equality of citizenship, a rule-bound legislation of legal
norms, an autonomous judiciary, and a depoliticized professional bureaucracy. Further, all this calculability
and predictability in political, social, and economic spheres was not possible without changes of values in
ethics, religion, psychology, and culture. The outcome of this complex interplay of ideas and interests was
modern rational Western civilization with its enormous material and cultural capacity for relentless
world-mastery. Rational action in one very general sense presupposes knowledge. It requires some knowledge
of the ideational and material circumstances in which our action is embedded, since to act rationally is to act
on the basis of conscious reflection about the probable consequences of action. As such, the knowledge that
underpins a rational action is of a causal nature conceived in terms of means-ends relationships, aspiring
towards a systematic, logically interconnected whole. Modern scientific and technological knowledge is a
culmination of this process that Weber called intellectualization, in the course of which, the germinating
grounds of human knowledge in the past, such as religion, theology, and metaphysics, were slowly pushed
back to the realm of the superstitious, mystical, or simply irrational. It is only in modern Western civilization,
according to Weber, that this gradual process of disenchantment Entzauberung has reached its radical
conclusion. Rationalization, according to Weber, entails objectification Versachlichung. For another, having
abandoned the principle of Khadi justice i. Modern individuals are subjectified and objectified all at once.
Scientific and technical rationalization has greatly improved both the human capacity for a mastery over
nature and institutionalized discipline via bureaucratic administration, legal formalism, and industrial
capitalism. Second, and more important, its ethical ramification for Weber is deeply ambivalent. On the one
hand, exact calculability and predictability in the social environment that formal rationalization has brought
about dramatically enhances individual freedom by helping individuals understand and navigate through the
complex web of practice and institutions in order to realize the ends of their own choice. Thus his famous
lament in the Protestant Ethic: Modern Western society is, Weber seems to say, once again enchanted as a
result of disenchantment. How did this happen and with what consequences? Disenchantment had ushered in
monotheistic religions in the West. In practice, this means that ad hoc maxims for life-conduct had been
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gradually displaced by a unified total system of meaning and value, which historically culminated in the
Puritan ethic of vocation. Here, the irony was that disenchantment was an ongoing process nonetheless.
Disenchantment in its second phase pushed aside monotheistic religion as something irrational, thus
delegitimating it as a unifying worldview in the modern secular world. Why should one do something which
in reality never comes to an end and never can? In short, modern science has relentlessly deconstructed other
sources of value-creation, in the course of which its own meaning has also been dissipated beyond repair.
Irretrievably gone as a result is a unifying worldview, be it religious or scientific, and what ensues is its
fragmentation into incompatible value spheres. Weber, for instance, observed: Weber is, then, not envisioning
a peaceful dissolution of the grand metanarratives of monotheistic religion and universal science into a series
of local narratives and the consequent modern pluralist culture in which different cultural practices follow
their own immanent logic. His vision of polytheistic reenchantment is rather that of an incommensurable
value-fragmentation into a plurality of alternative metanarratives, each of which claims to answer the same
metaphysical questions that religion and science strove to cope with in their own ways.
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No really-existing fascism has arisen within humanity that was not industrialist. This then begs an obvious
questionâ€”why do those of us who oppose industrialization find ourselves being accused of being fascist? To
say why would take too long, but basically it is because it is impossible to define Fascism satisfactorily
without making admissions which neither the Fascists themselves, nor the Conservatives, nor Socialists of any
colour, are willing to make. Because we are not Nazis nor fascists, and perhaps because we mistake the
mauvaise foi of our critics as honest confusion, we too often accept a mysterious sense and moral duty to
respond. Worse, is it not strange we feel obligated to provide a defense to such a false accusation? Most us of
who accede to the demands of our accusers that we must differentiate ourselves from those odious ideologies
find ourselves drowning in the morass of contemporary political discourse. No amount of evidence is enough,
no amount of repeated statements that we hate fascism ever suffices. As in those situations, the critic who
stands in opposition to modern, industrial, capitalist civilizationâ€”with its regimes of authority, its hierarchies
of divided race and labor, its vapid and alienating aesthetic, and all the forms of its civic religion worshiping
progress and destructive technologyâ€”is somehow to be held account for abhorrent political constellations to
which none of us ascribe. To fail to answer to is to be deemed guilty. Let this essay be our final answer. We
are neither fascists nor Nazis. But now that we have said this, we must now go further, because the question
itself is wrong in its false constellation of fascism as anti-civilizationist, anti-modernist, or anti-industrial. The
truth is quite the opposite. Except by the most inverted of logics, neither the 20th century Nazis and fascists,
nor their 21st century counterparts, can possibly be seen as anything but fanatic devotees of the Modern,
evangelists of industrialization, and fundamentalist defenders of civilization. Scientific study of the effects of
cold exposure on the human body. Consider the National Socialists. For all their deployment of romantic
aesthetics and traditionalist rhetoric, Nazism was both essentially industrialist and modernist. Nor were the
Nazis anti-civilizationist by any means. Neither can the organization of Italian and Spanish society under the
fascism of Mussolini and Franco be painted as anti-modern, anti-industrialist, or anti-civilization. While
neither reached the same levels of Fordist industrial efficiency that German society under the Nazis attained,
industrial efficiency was a core aspect of fascist propaganda. That is, the answer is not a comfortable one for
our critics, because fascism is hardly the only modern political ideology for which industrial production is a
core, foundational value. The Authoritarian Communism of the USSR and China, which morphed later into
State-Capitalism in both places, similarly organized the labor power of the people over which those ideologies
ruled into wide-scale industrial production. With the introduction of machinery into economy, wings are given
to liberty. The machine is the symbol of human liberty, the sign of our domination over nature, the attribute of
our power, the expression of our right, the emblem of our personality. While the actually-existing iterations of
both Fascism and Authoritarian Communism organized the societies over which they ruled along
industrialized principles, and many anarchist tendencies likewise fantasize about such arrangements, none of
these political systems can claim to have birthed industrialism. That honor instead goes to the ideological
system which founded Modernity and still dominates the world: Industrialism started in England in the early
18th century with the birth and quick spread of textile mills, midwifed by the imperative of modernization
articulated by Adam Smith, Thomas Hobbes, and other Enlightenment philosophers. Children of the Modern:
The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of production, by the immensely facilitated
means of communication, draws all, even the most barbarian, nations into civilisation. It compels all nations,
on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it calls
civilisation into their midst, i. In one word, it creates a world after its own image. Civilization, Modernity, and
Industrialization are all part of the same delusion, a forced imposition of mechanistic logic upon the rest of
life. These are rights inextricable from industrialisation, the energy which propels it, and the damage it does to
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the earth. The mansion of modern freedoms stands on an ever-expanding base of fossil-fuel use. But we must
go even further, because the rights offered by Liberal Democratic Capitalist Modern, Industrial civilization are
themselves only an offer after conquest. As many contemporary critics of human rights discourse from India
and Africa, including Makau Mutua , have observed, the concept of rights is inextricable from the existence of
a state which defines to whom those rights extend and do not extend and enforces and exports those rights. Let
us be clear: The promises of an order in which humanity is entitled to peace, prosperity, and happiness and
that human life must be preserved at all costs are not only false but are bound up in the logic that reduces the
earth to ashes, purges the gods from the wild hills and deep forests, all while poisoning the very humanity that
it claims to deify. The gifts of modernity were never offered in good faith. Expand the length of life, but
reduce the quality of that life. Kill the gods and worship humanity, but destroy and degrade human life like
never before. Create technology that will remake the earth to serve us, but turn the earth into a barren
wasteland that will literally boil us alive. Banish superstition and the irrational, but be governed by faith in
technological progress and the market, neither of which you may question. Tuskegee syphilis experiment, one
of many similar experiments on Black and Central American people to test the efficacy of syphilis treatment.
Victims were lied to about the nature of the experiments. These are the sacred proofs to the worshippers of the
Modern, evidence that what the Modern has wrought in the world is Good and Just. Yet rarely is it mentioned
how these things have been gotten. Much of modern medicine requires first the torture of some other living
thing to give it its efficacy. We can cure syphilis thanks to experimentation on poor Black men, we can treat
mental disorders thanks to the lobotomization of women diagnosed with hysteria. Schizophrenic woman
before and after lobotomy. When they speak of peace, they do not speak of the barrel of the gun and the threat
of nuclear annihilation which gives the great modern civilizations their serene placidity. The right to property
comes through the slaughter of indigenous peoples through colonial conquest. The right to wealth and even
access to social safety nets both are funded through the exploitation of the poor outside the modern construct
of Nation. Freedom to communicate through technological wonders built by near-slave labor from materials
mined by actual slave-labor. The Enlightenment claimed to banish the darkness within humanity and raise
humans above the rest of nature. In so doing, it conjured a new darkness into the world, the Modern. Perhaps
numbered among its chief conjurers were those who truly believed that science and technics could make the
world a paradise for all. It has done nothing of the sort, but rather scorched the skies, melted the glaciers,
poisoned the air, and further yoked natureâ€”including the humanâ€”to the capitalists and their machine logic.
Yet even humans are ground up into bone and dust to feed the machines of progress, their lungs blackened,
fingers broken, bodies crippled, minds subjugated, environments ruined, souls destroyed. How much more the
myriad other parts of nature? The extinctions speak for themselves. More probably, the Modern was yet
another mere trick to consolidate power. Promises that humanity could be perfected, sorrow and suffering
eradicated, inequality eliminatedâ€”all by men who themselves owned slaves, spread war and rape, and
subjugated all that lives to their dominance. Upon the ancient shrines of forsaken gods of nature they placed
the human, then proceeded to sacrifice not just the natural world but other humans themselves to their vain
worship of the modern. Let us make the admission the fascists, the socialists, and the liberal democrats refuse
to make. Fascism could not have been possible without the worship of the Modern the Enlightenment birthed.
Nazi doctors and scientists vivisecting and dissecting humans to find in their entrails the cause of their
behavior merely continued the work begun by the Enlightenment. The efficiency of their war machine was
only possible thanks to the humanist search in centuries past to perfect the movement of human in industry. As
with the three monotheist religions which together inform them, they each worship the Modern and merely
disagree on how to implement Its will. And let us say yet one more thing: Those who praise the Modern for its
medicine must answer first for the Black and Indigenous people experimented upon to bring it forth into the
world. Those who defend the Modern for its rights and freedoms must first answer for the colonial rape and
slaughter which brings those rights and freedoms. Those who celebrate the Modern for the peace and
prosperity of its cities must first answer for the homeless, the displaced, and the murdered. Those who sing
paens to the Modern for its technological progress must first answer for the children mining the minerals to
make computers and smartphones. It is we who accuse you, defenders of the Modern and its industrial,
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humanistic delusions. It is you who must answer for the very reason we rage against the Modern, with its
machine logic that mobilized entire populations to eradicate what once connected humans to nature and its
gods. It is you who must answer for the Modern industrial camps in which humans were dissected,
dismembered, and killed in the name of saving civilization from barbarism. It is not us but you who must
account for the latest technology that sorted the deported and damned, for the most scientifically advanced
chemicals which choked out their lives. We have seen what your civilization and your progress really means.
We have seen what your technology, your government, your orders of discipline and your machines are really
for. In the slums, the prisons, the gutters, and the factories we have seen how fascistic your vision of humanity
actually is, and in the dying forests, the rising seas, and the darkened skies we see what comes of people that
forget its gods to become Modern. He lives with his family among mountains and rivers in Western New
England. He walks with the moon. His recently released collection, Witches In a Crumbling Empire, is
available now.
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On the other hand, the notion of modernity has been contested also due to its Euro-centric underpinnings. This is further
aggravated by the re-emergence of non-Western powers. Yet, the contestations about modernity are also linked with
Western notions of democracy, social discipline, and development (Regilme , 96).

Search What is Otherness? This page provides a sociological definition of otherness and how it works in
societies. I will also include examples and resources for people interested in learning more about otherness. I
will add to this page over time. This is because the representation of different groups within any given society
is controlled by groups that have greater political power. In order to understand the notion of The Other,
sociologists first seek to put a critical spotlight on the ways in which social identities are constructed.
Identities are often thought as being natural or innate â€” something that we are born with â€” but sociologists
highlight that this taken-for-granted view is not true. Rather than talking about the individual characteristics or
personalities of different individuals, which is generally the focus for psychology, sociologists focus on social
identities. Social identities reflect the way individuals and groups internalise established social categories
within their societies, such as their cultural or ethnic identities, gender identities, class identities, and so on.
These social categories shape our ideas about who we think we are, how we want to be seen by others, and the
groups to which we belong. We adjust our behaviour and our self-image based upon our interactions and our
self-reflection about these interactions this is also known as the looking glass self. Ideas of similarity and
difference are central to the way in which we achieve a sense of identity and social belonging. Identities have
some element of exclusivity. Just as when we formally join a club or an organisation, social membership
depends upon fulfilling a set of criteria. It just so happens that such criteria are socially-constructed that is,
created by societies and social groups. Zygmunt Bauman writes that the notion of otherness is central to the
way in which societies establish identity categories. He argues that identities are set up as dichotomies:
Zygmunt Bauman on Otherness Woman is the other of man, animal is the other of human, stranger is the other
of native, abnormality the other of norm, deviation the other of law-abiding, illness the other of health,
insanity the other of reason, lay public the other of the expert, foreigner the other of state subject, enemy the
other of friend Bauman Gender The concept of The Other highlights how many societies create a sense of
belonging, identity and social status by constructing social categories as binary opposites. In the early s,
Simone de Beauvoir argued that Otherness is a fundamental category of human thought. Thus it is that no
group ever sets itself up as the One without at once setting up the Other over against itself. Thus humanity is
male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to him; she is not regarded as an autonomous
beingâ€¦ She is defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he with reference to her; she is the
incidental, the inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the Subject, he is the Absolute â€” she is the Other.
Power Dichotomies of otherness are set up as being natural and so often times in everyday life they are taken
for granted and presumed to be natural. But social identities are not natural â€” they represent an established
social order â€” a hierarchy where certain groups are established as being superior to other groups. Individuals
have the choice or agency to create their identities according to their own beliefs about the world. Yet the
negotiation of identity equally depends upon the negotiation of power relationships. As Andrew Okolie puts it:
Social identities are relational; groups typically define themselves in relation to others. So, by defining itself a
group defines others. Identity is rarely claimed or assigned for its own sake. These definitions of self and
others have purposes and consequences. They are tied to rewards and punishment, which may be material or
symbolic. There is usually an expectation of gain or loss as a consequence of identity claims. This is why
identities are contested. Power is implicated here, and because groups do not have equal powers to define both
self and the other, the consequences reflect these power differentials.
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Get this from a library! Modernity and Its Other: The Encounter with North American Indians in the Eighteenth Century..
[Robert Woods Sayre].

A new, radical form of skepticism emerged in the last half of the 20th century: This view questioned whether
there can be any rational, objective framework for discussing intellectual problems, or whether instead the
intellectual frameworks that people use are inherently determined byâ€¦ Postmodernism and modern
philosophy Postmodernism is largely a reaction against the intellectual assumptions and values of the modern
period in the history of Western philosophy roughly, the 17th through the 19th century. Indeed, many of the
doctrines characteristically associated with postmodernism can fairly be described as the straightforward
denial of general philosophical viewpoints that were taken for granted during the 18th-century Enlightenment ,
though they were not unique to that period. The most important of these viewpoints are the following. There is
an objective natural reality, a reality whose existence and properties are logically independent of human
beingsâ€”of their minds, their societies, their social practices, or their investigative techniques. Postmodernists
dismiss this idea as a kind of naive realism. Such reality as there is, according to postmodernists, is a
conceptual construct, an artifact of scientific practice and language. This point also applies to the investigation
of past events by historians and to the description of social institutions, structures, or practices by social
scientists. The descriptive and explanatory statements of scientists and historians can, in principle, be
objectively true or false. The postmodern denial of this viewpointâ€”which follows from the rejection of an
objective natural realityâ€”is sometimes expressed by saying that there is no such thing as Truth. Through the
use of reason and logic , and with the more specialized tools provided by science and technology , human
beings are likely to change themselves and their societies for the better. It is reasonable to expect that future
societies will be more humane, more just, more enlightened , and more prosperous than they are now.
Postmodernists deny this Enlightenment faith in science and technology as instruments of human progress.
Indeed, many postmodernists hold that the misguided or unguided pursuit of scientific and technological
knowledge led to the development of technologies for killing on a massive scale in World War II. Some go so
far as to say that science and technologyâ€”and even reason and logicâ€”are inherently destructive and
oppressive, because they have been used by evil people, especially during the 20th century, to destroy and
oppress others. Reason and logic are universally validâ€”i. For postmodernists, reason and logic too are
merely conceptual constructs and are therefore valid only within the established intellectual traditions in which
they are used. There is such a thing as human nature; it consists of faculties, aptitudes, or dispositions that are
in some sense present in human beings at birth rather than learned or instilled through social forces.
Postmodernists insist that all, or nearly all, aspects of human psychology are completely socially determined.
Language refers to and represents a reality outside itself. Inspired by the work of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand
de Saussure , postmodernists claim that language is semantically self-contained, or self-referential: The
postmodern view of language and discourse is due largely to the French philosopher and literary theorist
Jacques Derrida â€” , the originator and leading practitioner of deconstruction. Human beings can acquire
knowledge about natural reality, and this knowledge can be justified ultimately on the basis of evidence or
principles that are, or can be, known immediately, intuitively, or otherwise with certainty. It is possible, at
least in principle, to construct general theories that explain many aspects of the natural or social world within a
given domain of knowledgeâ€”e. Furthermore, it should be a goal of scientific and historical research to
construct such theories, even if they are never perfectly attainable in practice. These theories are pernicious
not merely because they are false but because they effectively impose conformity on other perspectives or
discourses, thereby oppressing, marginalizing , or silencing them. Derrida himself equated the theoretical
tendency toward totality with totalitarianism. Postmodernism and relativism As indicated in the preceding
section, many of the characteristic doctrines of postmodernism constitute or imply some form of metaphysical
, epistemological , or ethical relativism. It should be noted, however, that some postmodernists vehemently
reject the relativist label. Postmodernists deny that there are aspects of reality that are objective; that there are
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statements about reality that are objectively true or false; that it is possible to have knowledge of such
statements objective knowledge ; that it is possible for human beings to know some things with certainty; and
that there are objective, or absolute, moral values. Reality, knowledge, and value are constructed by
discourses; hence they can vary with them. This means that the discourse of modern science, when considered
apart from the evidential standards internal to it, has no greater purchase on the truth than do alternative
perspectives, including for example astrology and witchcraft. If postmodernists are correct that reality,
knowledge, and value are relative to discourse, then the established discourses of the Enlightenment are no
more necessary or justified than alternative discourses. But this raises the question of how they came to be
established in the first place. If it is never possible to evaluate a discourse according to whether it leads to
objective Truth, how did the established discourses become part of the prevailing worldview of the modern
era? Why were these discourses adopted or developed, whereas others were not? Part of the postmodern
answer is that the prevailing discourses in any society reflect the interests and values, broadly speaking, of
dominant or elite groups. Inspired by the historical research of the French philosopher Michel Foucault , some
postmodernists defend the comparatively nuanced view that what counts as knowledge in a given era is always
influenced, in complex and subtle ways, by considerations of power. There are others, however, who are
willing to go even further than Marx. The French philosopher and literary theorist Luce Irigaray , for example,
has argued that the science of solid mechanics is better developed than the science of fluid mechanics because
the male-dominated institution of physics associates solidity and fluidity with the male and female sex organs,
respectively. Thus postmodernists regard their theoretical position as uniquely inclusive and democratic,
because it allows them to recognize the unjust hegemony of Enlightenment discourses over the equally valid
perspectives of nonelite groups.
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